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FOREWORD

‘Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.’

Albert Einstein (1879–1955)

Enterprise software technology cannot make a company great, but a smart software 
selection is the key enabler for business and, when well implemented and supported, 
will allow good companies to concentrate on their core business and become great. 
This means that the strategic decision as to which commercial off-the-shelf solution to 
select is crucial as it will determine how well the business can function, communicate, 
make decisions and grow for the life of the software.

Few organisations carry the arcane knowledge and expertise for strategic enterprise 
software selection. While this might seem surprising, given its importance, it is the 
very nature of the problem that makes it difficult to identify readily the right skills 
and mindset within the organisation. The high-level elements of the problem are 
the complexity and the requirement for objectivity, where complexity refers to the 
business requirements and the matching complexity of potential solutions. Within 
the scope of that complexity, the selection team will deal with a number of distinct 
specialisms:

 y Technical issues including requirements engineering, systems architecture, 
solution engineering and software process evaluation.

 y Commercial management, including an understanding of the vendor 
perspective, contract law related to enterprise software procurement and 
supplier relationship management.

 y The human aspects including business change management, socio-technical 
impact and team management.

 y Due diligence and professional business administration, underpinning all of the 
above and ensuring visibility and auditability as the organisation navigates one 
of its most complex strategic projects.

The compelling aspect of the methodological framework presented in this book is that 
there is nothing new in terms of techniques and knowledge. Instead, it neatly combines 
and sequences a diverse taxonomy of knowledge allowing the user to focus on particular 
knowledge areas if required, but more importantly providing a defined route map from 
start to finish.
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FOREWORD

It might help at this point to provide some context based on my experience of the 
methodology. In the early 2000s, I was awarded the task of reviewing the enterprise 
software in use at a multinational, multi-company design engineering and construction 
group. My role was reward for delivering some highly technical and commercially 
challenging system development and integration projects over a period of some 10 
years, and offered the opportunity to utilise key strengths on the most strategically 
important project the business faced at the time. Those strengths were highly relevant 
and included requirements engineering, system development, project management, 
operational management and commercial acumen. This skill set was coupled with 
extensive knowledge of the business, spanning the client base, the functional areas 
and key decision-makers and influencers within the business.

Perhaps the most helpful thing for you as reader is if I point out my three greatest 
mistakes when I set out on the enterprise system selection process, together with an 
explanation of the mitigating measures intrinsic to the methodology.

FAILURE TO ENGAGE ALL STAKEHOLDERS ADEQUATELY

My belief that my knowledge of the business, and particularly of key influencers and 
decision-makers, would ensure that my recommendations would be understood and 
accepted proved inaccurate. Large and strategically important projects quickly unearth 
the worst of company politics as people deal with feelings of being ignored or supplanted.

The methodology ensures that all stakeholders are informed of the process and a 
representative cross section of the key business experts are engaged in the requirements 
elicitation. A similar cross section of key business experts form the evaluation team, 
filtering and weighting the requirements and then later attending the evaluations and 
making recommendation to the project board.

The benefit is that nobody can claim that they were not consulted or given opportunity 
to engage as, from site-based operative to main board executive, all are involved in the 
process.

ATTEMPTING TO USE STANDARD LARGE ORGANISATION  
PROCUREMENT METHODS

My experience working with blue chip utility companies and their tier one consultants 
meant that my knowledge of procurement methods was biased towards standard 
forms of contract and the regulatory requirements of high-value procurement. Typically, 
the purchaser issues a comprehensive specification of the requirements and invites 
the vendors to submit a sealed fixed-cost bid. This works for large-scale engineering 
contracts, although it has intrinsic problems that are usually resolved during project 
delivery.

Given the vast complexity of the business requirements and solution options, this does 
not work in enterprise software selection, where the emphasis has to be the selection of 
a solution that best fits the requirements of the business. The weakness of this approach  
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was proved by our early phase engagement with suppliers, where the credible vendors 
were cautious, either declining to bid or submitting proposals that were heavily qualified 
and extremely expensive. Much of the information provided was generic in nature and 
caveated to the effect that detailed requirements analysis would follow contract award. 
Specific feedback from vendors revealed their concerns on interpreting the requirements 
correctly, and the one-sided and punitive nature of the procurement process.

The methodology obviates these issues because it is structured for incremental effort 
on the part of purchaser and bidders. It effectively incorporates the vendor perspective 
throughout the process, allowing them to provide summary information as they enter 
the process, and only asking them to input greater effort at each stage gate that they 
successfully pass. The benefit is that you, as purchaser, only have to deal with the 
essential information to pass the best candidates at each stage and they have a clear 
view of their risk so that they can decide the effort they will invest.

The final innovation at the procurement stage is the invitation to the evaluated 
candidates to review and validate the evaluation records and scores, thereby capturing 
the knowledge garnered during the procurement lifecycle for use in contract negotiation 
and agreement.

USING THE COMPANY’S STANDARD PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
FRAMEWORK

Even though enterprise software selection is among the most important of strategic 
projects, and the key enabler for all other strategic decisions, companies still tend to 
treat it as normal business. This is manifested in the approach to project review and 
decision-making, which all too often are managed as the final 30 minutes of normal 
business review. This results in lack of focus, failure to understand risk and poor 
decisions taken on vague or incomplete information. It also allows political operators 
with nefarious objectives to circumvent or undermine the process.

This methodology is structured around a dedicated review process that enforces 
executive engagement at each project decision gate. The information required and the 
responsibilities are clearly defined and the project cannot proceed without effective 
engagement and timely decisions.

Once you have experienced the methodology, you may define its strengths differently 
based on your experience and background. However, the final point I make is that 
it offers a formal structured methodology that has been used successfully in many 
business sectors, and with verifiable and consistently positive results. No matter what 
role you have in selecting off-the-shelf solutions, using this methodology will allow you 
to focus on the project, rather than continuously trying to justify the method.

USING THE BOOK

My suggestion for using the book is that you can go directly to a particular subject 
area and pick out leading edge best practice guidance and business process to fulfil a  
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particular need. My caution would be that by doing so you may miss the greatest value of 
the framework, so please take the opportunity to stand back and understand the benefit 
of the whole lifecycle approach.

You will see that, although you will be dealing with enormous complexity and multiple 
parties and stakeholders, the methodology ensures that you and your team are focused 
on the information required for the current stage and for planning the subsequent stage.

The methodology presented in this book ensures that complexity is minimised without 
damaging integrity, it simplifies without impairing clarity.

Peter Ogden
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ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY

For a glossary of over 1,000 IT management terms, see the AXELOS Common Glossary: 
www.axelos.com/glossaries-of-terms.aspx

Also see the ISACA interactive glossary: www.isaca.org/Pages/Glossary.aspx

Agreement Preferred word for contract
AHP Analytic hierarchy process
Approach See method
Attribute  The list of requirements, criteria or ‘attributes’ are the 

yardstick to measure candidates on the weighted attribute 
matrix

Basis of decision  The set of criteria applied to select the most appropriate 
candidate

BATNA Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement
BCC Blind carbon copy
BI Business intelligence
CAD Computer aided design
Candidate  The combination of one solution (software product) put 

forward by one prospective supplier. Therefore, two 
candidates might be the same reseller putting forward two 
products, or the same product from two different resellers

Categories  A grouping of requirements used to structure the 
documentation and therefore help plan project effort

Category  When used in requirements documentation or on the 
weighted attribute matrix, a group or type of requirement, 
such as Finance

CMS Customer management system
COBIT Control Objectives for Information and related Technology
COTS Commercial off-the-shelf
CRM Customer relationship management
CSCW Computer support for collaborative working
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Definitions document  Format used during the scoring meeting to clarify the 
basis of decision (in the issues section) and record 
the levels of fit required for given level of score (in the 
language ladder)

Demonstration outline  Minimum steps the software demonstrators should show, 
usually expressed in scenario format

DNR Did not respond
DRM Digital rights management
DSDM Dynamic systems development method
EDI  Electronic data interchange
ERP Enterprise resource planning. Also see MRP
Evaluation meeting  A meeting (with multiple sessions) where one response 

team goes through requirements and explains the fit of 
their software and services to the evaluation team

Evaluation team Your group, representing the customer during a selection
Executive sponsor See sponsor
FMEA Failure mode effects analysis
FMR Failed mandatory requirements
FYE Financial year end
GAAP Generally accepted accounting principles
GDPM  Goal directed project management
Golden features  Software features that might impress but merely add cost 

without adding real value to the customer
GOTS Government off-the-shelf
GSA US General Services Administration
HR(M)  Human resources (management), i.e. Personnel
ID Identity
Implementation  Process to exploit software, involving plans, solution 

designs, installation, configuration, data loading, 
consultancy and training

Infrastructure  Underpinning IT equipment, including hardware and 
software

Issues  Section of definitions document that clarifies the basis of 
scoring

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library
ITT  Invitation to tender
KPI  Key performance indicator
Language ladder  Section of definitions document that clarifies each level of 

capability necessary for the points awarded for fit
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LCMS Learning content management system
LMS Learning management system
Longlist  Not a list of ‘serious contenders’, but simply the list of 

candidates you need to put through the RFI process to 
establish their suitability for the shortlist

Method  Systematic approach that interlocks techniques and 
deliverables to encapsulate good practice

MoSCoW Must, Should, Could, Won’t
MRP Manufacturing resource planning. Also see ERP
MSP Managing Successful Programmes
OJEU Official Journal of the European Union
OTS Off-the-shelf
OTSIS Off-the-shelf IT solutions
PB  See Project board
PDM Product data management
PID   Project initiation document – term from PRINCE2 for the 

project’s terms of reference
Platform See infrastructure
PLM Product lifecycle management
PPI  Price performance index aka ‘bang for buck’
PQQ Pre-qualifying questionnaire. See RFI
PRINCE PRojects IN a Controlled Environment
Project board  Formal project decision-making group or steering 

committee. Might be a specially set up group constituted 
to represent the business areas affected by the project. On 
large projects that cut across organisational boundaries, 
the project board will be the main board or senior 
management team

RACI Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed
RAM Responsibility assignment matrix
RE  Requirements engineering
Reference site  Existing user of the solution and supplier, who will 

comment on their experiences
Requirement  Statement of business need for IT processing, software or 

services
Requirement See categories  
categories
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Requirements Intermediate stage between ‘raw’ requirements and the 
catalogue   finished SoUR, when fragmentary requirements are 

analysed, organised, classified and reflected upon
Response ladder See language ladder
Response meeting See evaluation meeting
Response team  Group from one candidate supplier during an evaluation 

meeting
RFI   Request for information – the preliminary shortlisting 

questionnaire
RFI response  One RFI questionnaire when it is completed and returned 

by a candidate
RFI response Process of assessing or ‘marking’ RFI responses once 
assessment returned. Can be shortened to RFI assessing
RFQ Request for quotation
SaaS Software as a service
Scenario  A type of use case – the scenario shows the steps to 

achieve a goal as interactions between ‘actor’ and ‘system’
SCM Supply chain management
Scope  The coverage of a project – its extent, latitude or range, 

with associated boundaries. Scope establishes what can be 
changed by a project – or at least investigated with a view 
to change

Score for fit  During a scoring meeting, specific term for the match or fit 
that expresses how thoroughly the evaluation team believe 
the candidate met the requirement

Score verification  Process after scoring meeting of ‘playing back’ to 
candidates their respective scores for fit, to allow them to 
confirm or challenge them

Scores See score for fit
Scoring blind  Means the evaluation team, when awarding the score 

for fit, are not aware of the weight for importance of the 
requirement

Scoring issues See issues
Scoring matrix See weighted attribute matrix
Scoring meeting  The meeting (after all the evaluation meetings) when the 

evaluation team (without any suppliers present) consider 
all candidates and award each a score for fit for each 
requirement
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Seat belt requirement  Term to label a requirement you do not need to explicitly 
state, because the regulatory or competitive environment 
means that all candidates meet it (e.g. you do not stipulate 
your new car must be fitted with seat belts.) (By permission 
of Phil Stunell)

Shortlist  A much-reduced list of strong candidates, with unsuitable 
candidates eliminated from the longlist

SLA Service level agreement
SMT Senior management team
SoR Statement of requirement. See requirement
SoUR Statement of user requirement(s). See requirement
Sponsor  The main driving force behind a programme or project, 

usually a senior manager, who will ensure that resources 
are allocated and who monitors outcomes

SRO Senior responsible owner. Also see sponsor
Supplier meeting See evaluation meeting
ToR Terms of reference
Use case  A software and engineering term that describes how 

someone uses a system to accomplish a particular goal
VPN Virtual private network
WAM See weighted attribute matrix
WBS  Work breakdown structure – a decomposition of a project 

into a hierarchy of smaller components. Normally uses 
technical numbering to reflect levels, such as parent task 1 
with children 1.1 and 1.2

Weight See weight for importance
Weight for This term from the scoring approach specifically 
importance  represents the number on the weighted attribute matrix 

that encapsulates how significant or important that 
requirement is to your organisation

Weighted attribute The scoring matrix created during scoring meeting  
matrix  that combines attributes with their weight for importance 

and the score for fit to calculate candidate rank order
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INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES

‘“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?” 
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat.’

Lewis Carroll (1832–1898)

I.1 OVERALL PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK

 y Recognise both the purpose and structure of the book, so that you can immediately 
exploit specific parts if necessary.

 y Grasp the main characteristics and benefits of the method as introduced here, 
especially some themes that run through every chapter.

 y Understand that collaborative behaviour is a success factor on IT software 
selections.

I wrote this book to steer the reader towards good practice and clear of the common 
pitfalls when evaluating, selecting and procuring an off-the-shelf solution. This may 
be a software product installed on machines in-house (often termed a package), a 
hosted solution or a cloud-based monthly subscription covering hardware, software 
and services.

Despite the benefits and sophistication of modern software products (or partly because 
of the sophistication of the products), organisations often cannot choose which one to 
adopt or they buy a product or subscription and then wish they had not. However, many 
of the problems that emerge with new solutions are predictable and avoidable with solid 
early processes.

I.1.1 Pre-conditions

This book assumes that you have decided to buy software, or at least investigate the 
viability of buying new software, and your preference is for an off-the-shelf solution 
(‘software product’) created by a specialist external supplier (rather than developing 
bespoke or tailor-made software).

The method of selecting a solution that is described here addresses those software 
implementations where the following conditions apply:
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 y Off-the-shelf solutions are available for the process where you want improved 
work automation.

 y Pragmatically, you expect to adopt one solution, for reasons of technical 
feasibility, economic affordability, IT capacity or organisational culture.

 y You have a choice of different solutions because there are multiple software 
authors, resellers and products (but no directive to adopt a specific solution).

I.1.2 Position of selection method

The method described in this book has been used successfully by commercial and 
public sector organisations. Although the approach here concentrates on commercial 
use, there is a companion article explaining adaptations for public sector procurement, 
such as under Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) or US General Services 
Administration (GSA) (see www.bcs.org/offtheshelfextras).

The method is not a strategic IT planning method in the sense that it does not identify 
which parts of the organisation should be automated. Instead, it picks up when an area 
has been targeted and you have tricky choices about which product to adopt.

The method is an IT selection process rather than a wider business change approach. 
It is a major part of the procurement process, but fits with other approaches. It 
cannot cover such standalone disciplines as requirements engineering, interviewing, 
shortlisting, option evaluation, negotiation, contracting or meetings management. 
However, it can act as a central jigsaw piece linking these approaches. It concentrates 
on the processes and decision-making information that are unique to buying an off-the-
shelf solution. Also see the article on the relationship to organisational change at www.
bcs.org/offtheshelfextras.

If you have a mature IT organisation, there will be other methods or approaches in use. 
For example:

 y PRINCE2, for project approval and project management, possibly with MSP for 
programme management.

 y COBIT, for IT governance and alignment.

 y ITIL, for best practices in operational management.

 y Agile or DSDM, for the development of bespoke interfaces from existing in-
house software to your new off-the-shelf solution.

 y ISO 11000 for collaboration with external IT providers.

Integration of methods and techniques (like the integration of multiple software 
solutions) involves working out boundaries and agreeing where it is appropriate to 
use each approach. Some of the requirements you capture will relate to your internal 
standards, such as the software accepting automated license management as part of 
your operational standards.

The companion BCS page has an article on the interaction of this and other approaches 
(see www.bcs.org/offtheshelfextras).
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I.2 WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS BOOK

This book leads you from the initial decision to buy an off-the-shelf solution through to 
a signed contract to buy the new software product and its associated services.

The book delivers the following advantages to the reader:

 y Benefit from a method for selecting off-the-shelf IT software that is proven (see 
Appendix 2).

 y Understand that the organisation is not simply buying technology, but beginning 
substantial change. This change both reflects and makes concrete your 
organisational strategy.

 y Appreciate the importance of internal stakeholder engagement and external 
supplier talent management.

 y Understand the crucial nature of the requirements definition in reducing 
mistakes, and therefore costs. This means that your requirements are central 
in driving the candidate shortlisting, detailed evaluation, demonstrations and 
negotiation.

 y Recognise the risks and pitfalls in system selection exercises. These are often 
severely underestimated in terms of nature, complexity and risk.

 y Avoid the common mistakes, such as buying the high-profile brand, finding the 
cheapest (but unsuitable) solution or choosing for social reasons (such as the 
professionalism of the sales executive).

 y Help to balance unequal skills. Those selling software are trained to sell, but 
those buying are rarely specifically trained to buy.

 y Make sure senior management attention to your project is efficient and effective. 
The process ensures that they are not bogged down in detail, but inspect and 
approve at suitable times, with highly specific aims and input information.

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: A DIVISION HEAD EXPERIENCES SURPRISING 
REACTIONS

When I first came across the software selection method, I was initially somewhat 
wary of it. As a person who trusts his instincts, I felt it was a ‘sledgehammer to crack 
a nut’. Why did we need such a complicated and apparently bureaucratic process 
for such a simple problem? I gradually became a convert, though, for five reasons:

 y The method is rigorous, thorough and robust, with enough flexibility to capture all 
software, training and documentation needs but enough structure to make sure 
everything is covered.

 y We found the process easier and more enjoyable than we expected and everyone 
saw both the logic of the approach and how important it was to participate. Those 
who were not on the initial software selection working party started demanding 
to be let in as the project gained momentum.
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 y As more people used it, they saw how well it helped them articulate and record 
their thoughts on what they wanted, so everyone got the necessary sense of 
ownership of their bit of the process, which helped them stay focused and on 
track.

 y Potential vendors, when they saw the number and calibre of questions that 
emerged from the process about their offerings, immediately stopped trying 
to blind everyone with marketing ‘flannel’ and started treating us as intelligent 
customers. They soon realised that they faced instant rejection if they did not 
quickly raise their game and wheel out their experts for us to talk to.

 y At the end, we had something that stood up to the scrutiny of the decision-makers 
and answered all their questions, giving everyone confidence that we had the 
correct result that could not be overturned during the purchasing approval 
process without very good reason. We could all sleep at night, knowing that we 
had got it right!

I.3 HOW TO GET THE BEST FROM THIS BOOK

The book is set out to be read in different ways by different readerships:

 y If you are a senior-level reader or someone who wants to understand the benefits 
of the method without delving into the step guidance, you can concentrate on 
the Executive Viewpoint panels. These summarise the experiences other senior 
managers have had with using the method, and how they have benefitted from it.

 y If you are a hands-on practitioner who needs to ‘turn the handle’ of the evaluation 
and selection process, you will find all the information you need in the method 
step guidance in Chapters 3 to 13. The format illustrations help to explain the 
principle, and you can download the matching blank templates.

 y If you want to explore some of the underlying issues, you can turn to the 
References and especially the Further Reading sections for each chapter.

For simplicity’s sake, this book addresses you as though you are leading the evaluation 
project. You may be the formal leader, such as an appointed project or programme 
manager. You may be an informal opinion leader, for instance where a project for which 
you lobbied has been agreed and you are expected to advance it.

Therefore, when using such terms as ‘your evaluation team’, this can mean the 
organisation’s evaluation team, or the team you literally lead.

I.3.1 The importance of adapting the approach

One major warning note about using this method – this is not a rulebook to be slavishly 
followed. You should adapt the process described in this book to your level of project risk, 
to the capital cost, to the degree of disruption in the technology and to your experience 
(organisational or personal) with IT selections. This section suggests some ways to 
mould the method to your project.
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Scale the method to match your project profile

One adaptation is to adjust the scale of your project to match the gravity of the evaluation 
and implementation.

 y Aim for an executive sponsor whose seniority is appropriate to the scope. 
Ideally, the sponsor should be senior enough to span all the organisational silos 
affected. The method ensures that the sponsor contributes at predictable times, 
chiefly at the decision-making gates. Their workload is defined and timetabled, 
so you have a better chance of securing a high-ranking sponsor.

 y Aim for a project board where the number and seniority of members reflects 
the number of organisational silos that your new solution will affect. As with 
the sponsor, the same benefits apply for the project board – they are presented 
with predictable workload. Most enterprise-class software projects need to 
report to the full board in a commercial company or the senior management 
team in a public sector organisation. Rather than find slots for separate project 
steering meetings, it may be easier to schedule if your project becomes a 
standing agenda item for some months, and you ask for decisions at the next 
available meeting.

 y Agree the number of interviewees that is appropriate to the coverage (breadth) 
and risk of your project. A wide, risky project needs safety in numbers. A small 
project within one department can possibly concentrate on a few critical 
representatives to articulate requirements.

 y Document requirements, such that the volume of requirements also reflects 
your project profile. You need more requirements to accommodate increased 
coverage, more organisational units and more stakeholder groups, and when 
adopting more than one type of software in a single evaluation project.

 y Determine the appropriate number of candidates. In practice this means setting 
the length of the various lists – longlist, shortlist, number of reference sites, 
demonstrations and number of negotiation candidates. These numbers need to 
be higher for large, enterprise-wide, risky projects than for small, safer projects 
that fit in one silo.

Determine the applicable stages

Readers may come across this book at different project stages. Ideally, you will read 
the full book before you start your project. However, if you discover the book partway 
through your project, it is possible to jump in. The book is comprehensively indexed, and 
the table of contents will allow you to find the most relevant sections. The icons label 
different content.

If you need an emergency fast track because your project is in trouble or in a hurry, the 
following imperatives and chapters are the most fundamental ones.

 y Engage the stakeholders. Identify those people who influence your project. 
Ensure they are informed and consulted. Find out what is needed from your 
project to enlist their support (Eskerod and Jepsen, 2013). See Chapter 3 for 
project initiation and Chapter 4 for requirements capture.
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 y Drive the evaluation by requirements. Your organisation’s requirements for 
the software product, with its associated IT services such as support, must 
form the basis of decision. If your project does not capture requirements, it has 
little chance of succeeding. Without requirements, you have neither understood 
nor managed expectations. See Chapter 5 for requirements documentation and 
Chapter 7 for using them to assess the longlist.

 y Measure consistently. Make sure that you apply your criteria fairly and 
consistently to all candidates. Most of all, do not compare systems with each 
other, but rather measure them against the same yardstick – your requirements 
(see Section I.4). See Chapter 7 for assessing the longlist, Chapter 9 for scoring 
the shortlist, Chapter 10 for the demonstrations, Chapter 11 for reference sites 
and Chapter 12 for negotiation.

The diagram at Figure I.1 is a standard graphic of the evaluation, selection and 
procurement process. The ovals contain the related chapter numbers. You can see 
the three major phases in the outer boxes. Each major phase produces a concrete 
deliverable or product.

 y The Requirements Definition phase outputs an agreed statement of 
requirements.

 y The Evaluation and Selection phase outputs one or two preferred candidates 
for negotiation.

 y The Negotiation and Contract phase outputs a signed contract with your chosen 
supplier.

You can also see the inner dashed box that encloses those steps where the project 
‘comes in for inspection’ at project board reviews. This is where senior groups assess 
readiness to move to the next stage.

You will see at Figure I.1 that certain boxes have ‘by-pass arrows’ meaning you can skip 
round them. However, this usually means greater project risk of bias or failure, so you 
should reflect your specific context. For example:

 y Project initiation may have already been completed to your organisational 
standards using a generic project approval process. This means that the 
project has been previously authorised and you do not need to determine scope 
(already set), study feasibility (assumed or already calculated) or establish 
phasing (single phase evaluation or phases already agreed). You only need to 
challenge the project boundaries if you believe that the generic authorisation 
was inappropriate and needs more project-specific detail, such as identifying 
critical IT requirements. See Chapter 3.

 y You might choose not to weight requirements. You may not need weighting if 
you have a low number of requirements and you have deliberately concentrated 
on those requirements that are the most important, such that all recorded 
requirements are roughly equal in importance. However, remember that the 
weighting meeting is an extremely effective process to clarify requirements 
and to approve your requirements document. If you skip the formal weighting  
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 meeting, you will need to replace these two benefits with another, presumably 
smaller, process. See Chapter 5.

 y You might jump straight to the shortlist, skipping the long list and request for 
information (RFI) process. This would apply if you were confident that there are 
only a small number of contenders in the marketplace. A manageable number 
on your shortlist for detailed evaluation is three or four. If there are only two or  
three credible contenders, you may start your detailed evaluation soon 
after contacting the marketplace. On one project, the IT manager declared 
that there were only two credible commercial off-the-shelf solutions in this 
‘software space’ and that the project only had to tell him which one to buy. 
See Chapters 6 and 7.

 y You might skip the demonstrations. They may be meaningless if the software 
has low visual content – such as one that implements complex algorithms 
while drawing on and feeding other software (rather than screens). Another 
reason would be a front-runner with such a significant gap that comparative 
demonstrations are farcical. You may be better gaining similar reassurance 
with more reference site work on a single candidate – perhaps stepping up 
your effort to organise site visits with a larger group. See Chapters 10 and 11.

I.3.2 Interlock of main method deliverables

As well as the method diagram, or roadmap, at Figure I.1 (which looks at the process) 
another way to look at the method is to see how the major products, documents or 
deliverables interlock.

At Figure I.2, the most important document on your project will be (G) the scoring matrix 
(see Chapter 9), which receives (B) requirements and (C) weights for importance (see 
Chapter 5). The weights help select (D) the RFI criteria (see Chapter 7). The RFI feeds 
back (E) the shortlist for evaluation (see Chapter 8), after which (F) scoring creates the 
scores for fit and (H) the definitions of each score (see Chapter 9). The requirements, 
scores and definitions (B, G, H) are crucial attachments as a contractual safeguard (see 
Chapter 12).

I.3.3 Standard chapter structure

The main method chapters have a standard structure, with the following sections.

What you can learn from this chapter

This explains what this chapter aims to deliver and what you will gain from reading it.

Overview

This section raises the main themes covered in the chapter. There may be notes to 
position the chapter, such as relating it to other chapters.

Body of chapter

The main part of the chapter explains the method with its goals, mindsets, techniques 
and formats. It is often organised with a sub-structure:
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 y why – the goals;

 y who – does it;

 y what – to do;

 y when – timing and scheduling;

 y how – technique points.

Chapter summary

The chapter summary always contains two parts.

 y Take-away points are the most important aspects of the chapter content, 
usually stated without evidence. Read these first if you are skimming or speed-
reading.

 y Link between current and next chapter sets the context for the next chapter.

References

These are specific citations from the chapter text.

Figure I.2 Interlock and flow of main deliverables

Off-the-shelf solutions – main selection products[Rfi] 

Shortlisting via 
Request For Info 

Note B, G & H become attachments to contract 

Combined scores and weights 

Weighting for 
importance [0–5] 

Scoring for 
fit [0–3] 

Researching 
best practice 

A 

C 
D 

F 

H 
G 

Shortlisted candidates 
E 

RFI Criteria 

Requirements 
B 

Definitions – performance needed for score given 
– one sheet per requirement 
– one language ladder entry for each score awarded 
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Further reading

These are other books, journal articles or web pages with useful background information, 
not specifically cited in the chapter. Some chapters touch on huge bodies of knowledge – 
indeed entire IT disciplines, such as requirements engineering (RE). This book is neither 
a primer nor a survey of the literature. However, it can at least act as a pointer to useful 
supporting material if you want to explore. In addition, there are electronic templates 
available from the BCS website at www.bcs.org/offtheshelfextras.

I.4 MAJOR GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD

I.4.1 Team working allows participants to specialise

Put simply, the evaluation process allows people to do what they are best at, exploiting 
the division of labour (Smith, 1776). The customer or prospective user of the solution 
understands the organisational need. Suppliers understand their own off-the-
shelf solution. During the evaluation, the approach does not need the customer to 
understand fully multiple complex software products – nor the candidate suppliers 
to understand fully their prospective customer’s processes.

Moreover, the specialisation is not merely a bi-polar split between two parties – customer 
and supplier. The process brings together teams from both customer and supplier, such 
that individuals can apply their specialist knowledge within a framework that brings 
together multiple sets of understanding and gives it traction in your decision-making. 
Hence, this method assumes that there will be an evaluation team – its size depends on 
the nature of your project.

I.4.2 Requirements drive decisions

The process starts with needs and is guided by them throughout. At every stage, 
organisational requirements provide the ‘basis of decision’. Requirements allow you 
to measure candidates against the full scope of supply – both software and services. 
They form the yardstick or benchmark, used to measure all candidates. As well as being 
a crucial foundation for your actual selection, this approach can also feed into other 
possible outcomes of your evaluation.

 y While the approach assumes that a suitable off-the-shelf solution exists, it is 
conceivable (although improbable in many fields) that your selection filters yield a 
‘shortlist of zero’ (there are no candidates left). You would deal with this later in the 
method and by exception. If you have to abandon the selection, your requirements 
work then feeds the start of bespoke development (building software).

 y A more likely outcome is that the overall best solution has weaknesses. 
Your gap analysis will reveal whether these shortcomings need addressing  
(see Chapter 9, Section 9.14). Whatever gaps you find, your earlier requirements 
work is never wasted. It will find the strongest candidates, it will find the 
gaps and it will help decisions about closing these gaps. At the highest level, 
requirements will help you decide whether to continue with the selection.
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I.4.3 Evaluate the ‘shipping’ version without customisation

You should always evaluate the current standard ‘production’ or ‘shipping’ version of the 
software. This is sometimes called processing available ‘out of the box’. You should not 
evaluate future software versions.

This principle is the one that is probably neglected the most often, causing the project to 
hit difficulty. All software is malleable; with enough will and resource, it could be made 
perfect. If you evaluate solutions in their hypothetical perfected state, they become 
indistinguishable.

You should always assume ‘configuration’ rather than ‘customisation’. This means 
that you will not commission modifications to the base code that are specific to your 
organisation. You will fully exploit settings and set-up facilities. Naturally, you will add 
specific data, some of which will trigger extra processing, such as setting flags on 
perishable items to trigger stock rotation.

If you have highly sophisticated needs that eclipse generic software products, you 
may adopt specialist-supporting software for targeted areas, such as supply chain or 
warehouse management. See Chapter 9.

Moreover, adopting standard software can go deeper. My experience in the most recent 
five years is that organisations adopting off-the-shelf software are increasingly inclined 
to also adopt the processes that are built into the software. During implementation, there 
will be a process redesign operation. Many organisations use the standard processes in 
the off-the-shelf software as the start point for their new processes. This is partly for 
reasons of compliance, but mostly it reflects the fact that one of the many things you 
are buying is encapsulated knowledge and experience.

I.5 NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTION PROCESS

This section maps out the essential characteristics of the process so that you can bear 
them in mind when digesting the detailed method (see Chapters 3 to 13).

I.5.1 Decisions are staged and evidence-based

Many processes within this method clearly exhibit evidence-based decision-making. 
While the evaluation team are not the decision-makers, the decision will be made based 
on the large body of evidence they collect, organise and present.

The process exhibits the classic characteristics of progressive shortlisting. As your 
evaluation advances, you invest in fewer candidates but in more detail.

The decision-making is staged. The understanding and evidence that you marshal is 
adequate, but not excessive. At each gate, it only matters that the margin of assessment 
error is smaller than the gap between the two outcome groups: those candidates that 
go through and those candidates that are held or parked.
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Staged decision-making also makes sure that the process is subjected to repeated 
reviews and acceptance by your sponsor and your project board. They can ensure that 
the project continues to move in the agreed direction and continues to support the 
organisational strategy.

I.5.2 The Cost of Change Curve is respected

A recognised effect with IT projects, applicable to exploiting off-the-shelf solutions, 
is the Cost of Change Curve (Boehm, 1981). Although the details are still debated,  
the general principle is that the later in your project you discover any deficiency, the 
more it costs. This is sometimes known informally as the 1:10:100 rule because the cost 
line is not linear. It is when the mistake is first made that matters most, and then how 
long it takes to find it. Because errors in requirements usually occur early, they lead to 
the biggest rework costs.

During an evaluation, the progressive shortlisting of candidates avoids over-investment 
in unsuitable ones, thereby cutting overall costs. Better still, deep due diligence into 
the strongest two candidates avoids nasty surprises during implementation – cutting 
rework of process designs, training material, operational manuals or live data.

I.5.3 Risk is mitigated

Like all due diligence processes, the approach mitigates risk. It engages stakeholders, 
including senior management, operational users and IT staff, so your project is deeply 
rooted in the organisation. It gathers support for your project. It manages expectations 
about it. With multiple feedback mechanisms, risk is detected, giving you an opportunity 
to mitigate it.

Consistent with the sound principles of formal decision-making, the method dependably 
creates the ‘basis of decision’ before applying it. In other words, you agree what success 
looks like before you go looking for successful candidates.

At the higher level, agreeing the basis of decision before making one helps to reduce the 
likelihood of causing controversy if your choices are unpopular or divisive (in the sense 
of different camps supporting different decisions).

At the lower level of operational project process, the basis of decision (as extracted 
from organisational requirements) is established before contact with suppliers. 
This safeguards against them influencing the basis of decision in their own favour  
(see Chapter 2).

I.5.4 Candidates are measured against a yardstick, not each other

The process avoids comparing candidates with each other (which is impossibly 
complex), but measures all candidates against the same yardstick of your requirements 
or criteria.

For every selection stage, the method uses a suitable form of scoring. This makes explicit 
the strengths, weaknesses, benefits and gaps for each candidate that is measured  
(see Chapters 7, 9 and 10).
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I.5.5 Processes are robust to subversion

The interlocking processes are robust to subversion or derailment by internal factional 
interests or misbehaving suppliers. The method features multiple checks and balances.

Influence is deeply rooted in multiple groups. Somebody who believed their interests 
would be served by a failed project (or an ill-fitting winner) would have to corrupt several 
groups in order to subvert your process.

The method exhibits transparency. Information and decisions are crystallised into 
documentation. Therefore, it is possible to audit the project, decision-making process 
and material.

I.5.6 Approach delivers peace of mind

The method entails ‘doing your homework’, so it is a hefty insurance policy. By following 
the process, you are much less likely to make a disastrous choice.

There are multiple internal crosschecks to verify factual accuracy (see Chapter 9, 
Section 9.12.4).

Verbal responses from suppliers have contractual significance (see Chapter 12).

I.5.7 Project process is more manageable

The method makes the process of your selection project less complex and more 
manageable. The evaluation is broken down into understandable steps with clear tasks, 
each with defined inputs and outputs.

The time commitment by participants is limited and predictable, so you are more likely 
to enlist the right people. By having different roles in a decision-making framework, 
people can make short, part-time contributions that nevertheless have traction in the 
overall decision.

I.5.8 Approach is proven

The method integrates multiple techniques, such as limited-response questionnaires 
or the weighted attribute scoring matrix. Such techniques are themselves well proven.

This method has itself been tested multiple times (over 50 at the time of writing) and 
improved by feedback, reflection and learning.

I.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

TAKE-AWAY POINTS

Software (especially enterprise software) has an enormous influence on the 
organisation, so you should adopt a robust selection approach. It must reflect 
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the realities of software and its selection, especially the need for stakeholder 
engagement and collaboration with commercial suppliers.

Because large software products are too complex to compare with each other, you 
should measure all the candidates against the same yardstick of your organisational 
need. This process of requirements definition is an important aspect of your project 
in its own right.

Requirements gathering also means that you identify and consult stakeholders. 
That consultation gives reliability to the result, which is a huge dividend. Most 
importantly, it encourages ‘buy-in’ or acceptance of your project by the organisation.

I.6.1 The next chapter

The next chapter examines off-the-shelf software – its nature, the motivations for 
adopting it and the main pitfalls when doing so.
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1 INTRODUCTION TO OFF-THE-SHELF 
SOLUTIONS

‘There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done 
at all.’

Peter Drucker (1909–2005)

1.1 WHAT YOU CAN LEARN FROM THIS CHAPTER

 y Appreciate that major software implementations are heavily intertwined with 
organisational strategy.

 y Understand the impact that off-the-shelf solutions have upon IT.

 y Be aware of some of the common myths, false assumptions and pitfalls that you 
might meet. This includes recognising some of the ill-advised reasons to buy an 
off-the-shelf solution.

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO OFF-THE-SHELF SOLUTIONS

Off-the-shelf solutions have had a profound impact upon IT (Bray, 2014). They are part 
of a trend away from bespoke or tailor-made software that is intended for only one 
organisation. Off-the-shelf software products are often called COTS, for commercial 
off-the-shelf. This means a developer (usually a software house) creates a software 
product that is specifically intended for deployment by multiple user organisations. 
Their customers may be commercial companies or public sector organisations (such 
as a fire service buying an HR product).

Within the public sector, a variant termed GOTS stands for government off-the-shelf. 
This is where one government agency or department builds (or funds) a software 
product, which is made available to other parts of government – sometimes without 
cost. Several national governments have stipulated that their agencies or departments 
use COTS or GOTS solutions whenever possible and often as first choice rather than 
last resort – for instance the US Cloud First policy (GSA, 2014). As well as the costs 
and risk of the initial build, bespoke software carries the whole burden of continuing 
maintenance. Organisations have often found that shortages of skills and money 
means they own a system that is not adequately supported or maintained. Procuring 
a solution off-the-shelf avoids in-house construction (or funding one-off development  
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by external software authors). This spreads both development and maintenance cost  
and improves resourcing because a broader customer base creates a better-funded and 
more sustainable development environment.

Indeed, there are now areas where off-the-shelf solutions dominate to such an extent 
that is out of the question for an organisation to write its own software.

AREAS SERVICED BY OFF-THE-SHELF SOLUTIONS

(See the Glossary for acronyms). A list of areas where off-the-shelf solutions are 
available might be shortened to ‘almost anywhere’. There is some form of COTS 
available for most things. Uptake often grows with more cloud-based working. 
While this list is not exhaustive, note that evaluation projects using this method 
have covered all these software areas.

 y finance, general or nominal ledger, contracts or project ledger, job costing, fixed 
assets and depreciation;

 y asset intelligence, asset management and service management;

 y sales, marketing, CMS and CRM;

 y procurement, inventory, MRP and ERP;

 y demand planning, SCM, distribution, warehouse management and EDI;

 y CAD, building information modelling, stress analysis and visualisation;

 y PDM, requirements management and PLM;

 y HR, payroll, resource planning and rotas;

 y ID cards, access control, time, attendance, work-booking and time charging;

 y training, LMS and LCMS;

 y document management, content management and DRM;

 y web retailing and eBusiness;

 y desktop tools, reporting, management information and business intelligence;

 y CSCW, support desk and service desk;

 y operating systems and middleware.

1.3 INTERACTION OF STRATEGY AND SOFTWARE

Strategic decisions change the business, responding to external forces and the internal 
planning process. You should recognise that some of your current, and most of your 
proposed, software solutions are wide-ranging and have a powerful effect on the 
operation of your organisation. Such software is generally called enterprise software 
or enterprise-class software. Adopting enterprise software is a strategic decision;  
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it heavily influences your organisational strategy; it makes this strategy concrete. 
Consequently, strategy and enterprise software are inextricably intertwined, meaning 
that the installation of unsuitable software will set back your strategy (Galorath, 2012).

When selecting off-the-shelf solutions, a solid frame of reference assumes that this is 
not an IT project, but a business project to select IT, which keeps the project rooted in the 
organisation. As argued in Good To Great (Collins, 2001), good technology will not make 
you great, but bad technology will hamper your operations – meaning that software that 
fits is not enough by itself.

The method presented in this book will help you avoid bad technology, because 
an approach driven by requirements, with progressive shortlisting, is intolerant of 
unsuitable candidates. The process to find suitable technology also helps successful 
implementation (see Chapter 13).

1.3.1 Organisational strategy and new software

A new organisation-wide solution (enterprise software) is a major investment in, 
manifestation of, and commitment to your organisational strategy. It is an expensive 
part of that strategy. It is highly significant to your organisational strategy, especially 
when adopting software that cuts across multiple organisational silos. It is also highly 
significant to your IT strategy in that it will consume a significant portion of your IT 
capital budget. It will deliver a significant lump of the automation requested by your 
organisation (Frese and Sauter, 2003). This means that you had better get it right.

1.3.2 Organisational strategy and incumbent software

Alternatively, your organisation may have made an earlier considered decision to replace 
the incumbent software, because it no longer fits your organisational strategy, and to 
replace it with an off-the-shelf solution. However, the gap between your incumbent 
solution and the best available off-the-shelf might be close. If so, it is generally not 
worth the disruption to change a major piece of software. It will be better to invest in 
your incumbent solution to improve it. See Chapter 9 for gap analysis and Chapter 13 
for implementation.

This means that, during your evaluation, you may decide to longlist one or more of your 
incumbent (current) solutions and it might even go all the way through your process to 
win. This is discussed in more detail in Chapters 7 and 9. By formally evaluating it, you 
are not revisiting or overturning the earlier decision, but formally checking whether your 
incumbent system meets your strategy. This is to validate the strategic decision in case 
it was misinformed by poor understanding of your current software. It might be much 
better than its reputation. There might be a newer version that you have not yet adopted.

1.4 IMPETUS – THE PROJECT PRE-CONDITIONS

Organisations have many motivations to change software. Such change is often 
dreaded, painful and deferred as many times as possible. Enterprise-class software 
that is embedded into your organisation is usually the most painful to replace. One or  
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more of the reasons that follow will usually apply in providing the impetus. They are 
generally either major changes to your organisation or inadequate IT.

1.4.1 Changes to strategic direction

Your strategic direction as an organisation may have changed. For a commercial 
business, it may be an acquisition or perhaps the major expansion of a branch 
network. For a public sector organisation, it may be a significant change of legislation, 
departmental structure or reporting needs.

1.4.2 Changes to requirements for compliance

There are external pressures when legislation changes. Improving statutory reporting 
usually needs more detailed tracking. This directly affects how capable you consider 
your incumbent software to be.

Also, there may be changes to your approach to compliance. Your external auditors 
are increasingly aware of the impact of software on the organisation. Their financial 
and quality checklists will include entries to test aspects such as data integrity or the 
segregation of duties. Whether you adhere to such principles can often be found out 
from the set-up of your IT solutions.

1.4.3 Changes to technology or adoption policy

As part of a wider IT strategy, or seizing a specific opportunity, your organisation may 
decide to adopt specific technologies.

You may face a new policy on provision, for example for certain areas of your organisation 
to adopt cloud subscriptions (software as a service, SaaS).

1.4.4 Replacing inadequate processing

Your organisation may have recognised that it is time to replace current processing and 
IT solutions. Technology is often the last aspect to catch up with strategy.

Processes may have become too labour-intensive, making them expensive, not 
responsive enough and prone to human error. Therefore, your organisation wants more 
work automation. A common indication of this state is the need to replace semi-manual 
IT processing, such as spreadsheets, with a more automated solution that can carry out 
rules without being driven by an operator.

Legacy software may be nearly obsolete. It may have become uneconomic to maintain, 
or it may be formally at end of life because your external supplier has announced the 
date it will become unsupported.

You may be replacing ineffective IT. Whatever its age, the solution does not meet your 
needs. Possibly, it never did because a software development or selection fell short.
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EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: AN IT MANAGER’S EXPERIENCE OF MAKE VERSUS BUY

Often IT is challenged with the decision to either build its own software or buy 
something in. I work with a large population of engineers, so you will always get 
‘nobody can build this better than us!’ Which may have stood true at some point 
back in time.

The software market has matured enough for good solid off-the-shelf software 
to be available. The problem is how do you bring the diehard in-house engineers 
along with you in the decision that off-the-shelf is the right answer. When faced 
with exactly that problem, the IT selection process in this book involved all key 
stakeholders. It let even the most troublesome people have their say and know their 
input will go into the final decision.

Developing in-house software is like a never-ending story with too much temptation 
to change, over-ambitious developers and constant bug fixes and maintenance. If 
we had gone down the development route, I am sure it would have ended in disaster, 
as a later and unexpected reduction in our capital programmes meant we would 
have never been able to complete a multi-year development project with anything 
meaningful to use.

The software selection process enabled us to really put the software vendors to task, 
comparing apples to apples and putting us in a very strong negotiation position. We 
had all the benefits of spreading the enormous development costs over multiple 
customers by buying off-the-shelf. Having been involved in this process from end 
to end, I can honestly say that you will never have any second thoughts of whether 
you made the right decision as this process puts the decision in everyone’s hands.

1.5 WHY BUY AN OFF-THE-SHELF SOLUTION?

Some of the main motivations for adopting off-the-shelf software products include cost 
savings, improved quality, greater reliability (because other customers have tested it), 
better documentation, greater sophistication (than you could otherwise afford), faster 
implementation and the continuing upgrades.

1.5.1 Development costs are spread

An off-the-shelf solution means you are adopting software with a high development 
cost that is spread over a large customer base. The customer base has funded original 
development (for major software products this may be decades ago) and all subsequent 
enhancements.

The funds available have also meant progressive adoption of modern construction tools 
with up-to-date software development and test environments. This matters because 
modern tools usually build a more modern user experience.
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1.5.2 Extensive specialist knowledge is encapsulated

You are buying encapsulated knowledge – a type of Economic Complexity (Center for 
Economic Development, 2014). The developers, to be effective, need to understand their 
niche, such as the business vertical market or the public sector field. They also need 
to understand the software development process, with professional design, coding, 
testing, documentation, distribution and training.

You are avoiding the risk of internal ‘gifted amateurs’ creating DIY software, sometimes 
called under-the-desk (in contrast to off-the-shelf). With modern tools, it can be 
dangerously easy to start constructing unique software, but discover too late that you 
do not have the resources, skills or authority to build a good solution.

1.5.3 Infrastructure for support and maintenance

When you buy a software product, you are also connecting to an extensive support 
infrastructure. Like the initial development, the cost of supporting and maintaining the 
product is also spread over a large customer base. There will be dedicated support 
infrastructure as well as the original software development environment.

This infrastructure aims to keep all installations of the product (including yours) healthy 
and protected from disaster. It will have automated processes, such as ‘harvesting’ 
snapshots of your working environment.

As well as the teams of coders and testers, there will be an extensive network of 
implementation consultants and support desk staff. As well as their knowledge of 
the product and previous customer issues with it, you are also benefitting from their 
support technology, such as knowledge bases or remote support and monitoring tools.

Of course, a crucial part of support is the release of updates. These will respond to 
changes of regulation, compliance needs, technologies and norms in your sector, as 
well as fixing bugs. With the right supplier, you can rely on an external team to keep on 
top of these changes.

Software renewal involves great experience. While software does not ‘wear out’ like 
a mechanical device, it does eventually become unmanageable. It reaches end of life 
when it is no longer economic to maintain the code base.

This is why you expect superseding major versions, which possibly exploit much more 
up-to-date construction technologies, such as to build apps for smart phones.

1.5.4 Teams provide safety in numbers

You are seeking safety in numbers. Adopting a large software product avoids a single 
point of failure. You avoid the situation where the person who developed an application 
(and is the only one who understands it) goes on holiday or quits. Behind the off-the-
shelf software product, there are multiple teams – teams to develop it and teams to 
support it.
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1.5.5 Standards and best practice are imported

You are adopting a standardised approach. Assuming the software product encapsulates 
best practice, your organisation is ‘importing’ good processes. Since the standard 
interface is used by a large pool of workers, you can recruit staff who already understand 
how to work your main IT solution. This makes ownership cheaper.

1.5.6 More choice is available with provision

Off-the-shelf solutions usually have more options for provisioning – meaning the 
hardware platform to run them. Also, up-to-date software products can often run in 
multiple environments. For instance, some are designed to connect to more than one 
database product, so you can stick to technologies where your organisation has mature 
skills. Alternatively, products may be designed to install on the desktop or server, but 
optionally run web-based.

Adding these alternatives is technically complex and more expensive. However, such 
options are attractive when they allow you to choose the platform that is most relevant 
to your organisation, such as the cloud. Once again, because the product has a sizeable 
market, the overhead of developing the product for multiple platforms is spread. An in-
house software development probably could not afford to carry such overhead.

1.6 AVOIDING COMMON PITFALLS WHEN PROCURING  
OFF-THE-SHELF SOFTWARE

An off-the-shelf solution can bring its own temptations. As you are buying a pre-existing 
solution, there is a significant risk of false assumptions. The following points will help 
you make good choices on your project.

1.6.1 Complex software is not a simple artefact or project

Adopting a software product that has been created by an external supplier does not 
give you the right to abdicate customer responsibilities for a successful project and a 
quality IT estate.

Your organisation might assume that technology delivers benefits – it does not; people 
do. Your project will simply give them tools that are more powerful. Your project process 
should ensure that the required benefits are clearly articulated and the team are 
motivated to use the tools to deliver those benefits.

You are not buying ‘success in a box’ that avoids risk or eliminates customer effort and 
management attention. Your managers might assume that this project is easy, quick and 
low risk. It is none of these. The wider your project, the greater the risk, because many 
of your risks are outside the software itself.

It is generally damaging to buy a large software product simply on perceived brand 
reputation. The fact that decision-makers have heard of a product because it has a large 
marketing budget does not make it inherently suitable for your organisation. Picking the 
biggest player in the market, the software product used by your largest competitor or  
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the product installed at your last employer are not quick shortcuts to an easy decision 
or an effective implementation.

Your colleagues (especially procurement specialists) might assume that, because you 
are buying an ‘artefact’, this means you can treat the procurement like buying any other 
off-the-shelf item – say a new component for a manufactured item. However, procuring 
a new software solution is not like procuring a commodity. Your buying behaviours must 
be different, for instance the contractual assurances you seek. See more in Chapter 2 for 
supplier psychology, Chapter 6 for finding candidates, Chapter 10 for the demonstrations, 
Chapter 11 for reference sites and Chapter 12 for negotiation.

1.6.2 Standard software still means managing stakeholders

Decision-makers can mistakenly assume that you can transfer risk to the suppliers, 
making your project success their responsibility. This ignores the huge customer 
responsibilities. Your customer responsibilities have far more impact on the project 
success than the supplier contribution. The shiny new software is no justification for 
neglecting stakeholder management.

A software product, however capable and well presented, does not automatically 
yield a user base that is motivated to use and exploit your new solution. Managing 
expectations, change, doubts and fears remains paramount. Failure to do so is usually 
curtains for your project. See more in Chapter 3 for project initiation and Chapter 13 for 
implementation.

1.6.3 Your best people will be needed

Adopting new software is a major project and, normally, will affect the profitability 
or efficiency and service levels of your organisation for years, possibly decades. This 
means that you should enlist your most talented people to help decide which is the most 
suitable product. In a ‘survey of surveys’, the calibre of the team is a significant factor 
in determining IT project success (Charette, 2005). In your case, this means the calibre 
of your evaluation team.

It is also important to remember that the ethics, behaviour and ‘character’ of your 
evaluation team members make a difference to the outcome, because they trigger 
behaviours both internally and at candidate suppliers. See Chapter 2 for supplier talent 
management and Chapter 8 for evaluation conduct.

1.6.4 Diffused knowledge makes collaboration essential

With all IT projects, the knowledge necessary to make a good decision lies in multiple 
heads. The subject is large, fast changing and needs command of intense detail: one 
person cannot expect to know everything and command.

Worse, in terms of organisational challenge when exploiting off-the-shelf solutions, 
the knowledgeable heads work for different organisations. The candidate IT suppliers 
understand their software, the project management of its installation and the operational 
management of its support and maintenance. The prospective customer understands 
their organisation, its strategy, goals, processes and the project aims.
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The critical effect of this is that your entire project involves more than teamwork – it 
involves collaboration. The organisations involved have different chains of command, 
goals and, usually, cultures. Successful collaborations require specific mindsets, skills 
and behaviours (Archer and Cameron, 2014). Collaboration is now so important to 
commercial operations and public administration that ‘the policies and processes, the 
culture and behaviours required to establish successful collaborative relations’ are 
incorporated into the BS 11000 standard ‘Collaborative Business Relationships’ (BSI 
Group, 2014).

Diffused knowledge during decision-making creates an inevitable tension between the 
experts representing the technology and those representing the organisation. However, 
the two sets of experts are reliant on each other for a successful project. During a 
software selection exercise, the customer does not have time to understand in detail the 
capabilities of the software from multiple suppliers. On the other hand, suppliers cannot 
know your organisation in depth. If they are to meet your needs, you must understand 
and express your requirements.

1.6.5 A lack of commitment never works

Adopting a new solution should not be an empty exercise in compliance to satisfy 
auditors or shareholders. If your organisation is aiming for a quick ‘tick in the box’ they 
are unlikely to get the desired benefits, and possibly will lose all benefits if your project 
fails to deliver.

1.6.6 Competitive advantage comes from exploitation not programming

Naturally, you are not in control of the software development or its adoption by other 
organisations. Any competitive advantage from off-the-shelf IT does not come from 
features that only your organisation has. It comes from effectively selecting, installing, 
understanding, configuring and exploiting the product, and then continually populating 
it with your own high-quality data and surrounding it with good processes.

1.7 IT CONSULTANCY FOR IT SELECTIONS

Many organisations regard their software selections (especially of enterprise software) 
as so important that it warrants involving external IT consultants. You executed a 
make–buy decision when you decided to buy the software off-the-shelf. Sometimes, 
you also execute a make–buy decision and decide to buy the specialist evaluation and 
procurement expertise off-the-shelf as well.

Before choosing a consultant, make sure your organisation is clear what they are buying. 
Typically, this is knowledge of selection projects, organisations of your type and the 
‘software space’ – meaning the nature of the software, typical high-level requirements, 
the marketplace and some of the suppliers within it.

Usually, the role of the IT consultant is to provide process expertise of software product 
selections. Specific product expertise can be gathered from the candidate suppliers.

If you are involved in selecting consultants, make sure their interests are declared. Look 
for proven impartiality.
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1.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY

TAKE-AWAY POINTS

Strategy and software (especially enterprise software) need to be considered 
together. This interlock means that the gulf between a successful project and an 
unsuccessful one is enormous.

For most business and public sector organisations, there are areas where an 
off-the-shelf solution is now the only realistic way to access enhanced software 
capabilities.

Ordinary procurement processes intended for goods are inadequate for large 
software products with their associated IT services.

1.8.1 The next chapter

The next chapter is a thematic chapter from an unusual perspective. It argues that talent 
management is important to a successful project. Your evaluation project is necessarily 
a collaborative effort. Candidate suppliers repeatedly make crucial contributions to your 
process.
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2 TALENT MANAGEMENT: SUPPLIER 
PSYCHOLOGY

With Cathy Humphreys

‘Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, 
give him power.’

Abraham Lincoln (1809–1865)

2.1 WHAT YOU CAN LEARN FROM THIS CHAPTER

 y Understand the people occupying ‘the opposite side of the table’.

 y Realise the ways in which your behaviour can affect the behaviours and responses 
of your candidate suppliers, and consequently your project outcome.

 y Comprehend what a good sales prospect looks like to a candidate supplier.

 y Recognise it is in your interests to be a good customer, and how to be one.

2.2 OVERVIEW

For most organisations, selecting an off-the-shelf solution should be deliberately 
different from ‘conventional’ procurement exercises such as bulk stationery. 
Organisations that do not recognise this usually miss opportunities, or even experience 
project failures.

The philosophy of a successful off-the-shelf selection reflects the Charles Handy 
view that modern organisations are communities. They should compromise to reach 
solutions that satisfy all stakeholders, including suppliers (Heller, 2001).

Organisations miss out if they do not fully recognise the candidate suppliers as 
professionals and motivated knowledge workers. They are stakeholders with an 
enormous contribution. They are talent that needs managing. They need to be 
harnessed rather than stifled or ignored. It would be a mistake to expect them to 
dutifully follow instructions without thinking. By working within a proper partnership, 
collaboration contributes profoundly to the success of the project (Archer and 
Cameron, 2013).
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Furthermore, your project works best if it consciously shares risk. Formal risk 
management is a huge subject, which links into project, operations and contract 
management. It is too large a topic for this book. However, be aware of one specific 
pitfall for your evaluation project. Some organisations believe they can transfer risk 
to their solution supplier, whereby the level of risk accepted then becomes part of the 
decision criteria. This usually leads to a project with an underlying blame culture or a 
perception of protection through contractual responsibilities – the ‘cast iron’ contract 
(see also customer responsibilities in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1). The most successful 
projects are those where both customer and supplier share interests in common goals 
and the motivation to work together towards them.

This chapter is unusual in the book in that it is written with the candidate supplier 
perspective in mind, rather than only the view of the prospective customer, you. 
Accordingly, writing this chapter involved consulting some of the candidate IT suppliers 
who have experienced the method from the selling perspective, and the Executive 
Perspective panels are quotations from IT suppliers.

2.2.1 This chapter’s position within the book

This chapter relates to your contact with candidate suppliers. It is positioned here, near 
the start of the book, because suppliers are crucial to your process and there are stages 
when they are heavily involved.

 y Initiation: when you may ask representative suppliers for estimated costs as 
part of your early feasibility study. See Chapter 3.

 y Trawling the marketplace: when you are searching for software products, 
and, therefore, for their suppliers and the best sales contacts within them. See 
Chapter 6.

 y Assessing longlist candidates: when you rely on suppliers to complete your 
preliminary shortlisting questionnaire, the request for information (RFI). See 
Chapter 7.

 y Detailed evaluation: when you have intense meetings to discuss your 
requirements. See Chapter 8.

 y Scoring: when candidate suppliers validate their own scores for fit.  
See Chapter 9.

 y Demonstrations: when the two strongest contenders show their product to 
large audiences you have pulled together. See Chapter 10.

 y Contracts: when you have identified the one or two suppliers for negotiation. 
See Chapter 12.

Therefore, you might skip this chapter for now if your costing for the feasibility study 
will be compiled internally; that is, by a pre-existing team without contacting software 
suppliers. If you do skip ahead, you should come back to this chapter before going to 
market at Chapter 6.
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EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: A SENIOR SALES EXECUTIVE’S EXPERIENCE AS 
CANDIDATE SUPPLIER

Software suppliers love projects where there is a good technical fit, a short sales 
cycle with a low cost of sale, painless win–win negotiation and a successful 
implementation leading to fantastic benefits. This leads to healthy revenue, and 
a good PR story and a reference-able customer, which, particularly in the UK, is 
paramount to building further success.

Too often, we enter sales cycles where we have to do a lot of work to find out what 
the actual question is. What do they want? How are they going to make a decision? 
Who is the competition? Has anyone already influenced the basis of decision? Do 
we have a fair chance of winning?

When I came across a prospective customer using the method in this book, I knew 
it would be a well-run, open and fair process, and I wasn’t wrong. We received clear 
documentation on the consensus requirements, including critical areas, how the 
decision was going to be made, the timeframe, who we were up against and what 
was expected from us to demonstrate evidence. This made it an easy decision on 
whether to participate, the risks were known and we knew what we needed to do 
to win. The rest was up to us.

With any opportunity using a systematic method, if we are not selected, but the 
basis of decision is clear, we have to admit we were not the right partner and learn 
from this for future projects. It helps knowing it has been open and fair, and it was 
our decision to participate with the risks we identified. Either way, knowing the 
question early in the process ensures we can be efficient in our use of resources 
and maximise the opportunity of winning for a low cost of sale.

2.3 CANDIDATE SUPPLIER CONSTRAINTS

When dealing with candidate suppliers, it is important to recognise that they have 
several constraints. However large their organisation, they still have limited resources 
and decisions to make about which opportunities to prioritise and how to service them. 
It would be a mistake to assume that your software supplier wants your order on any 
terms. You need to ensure that you understand their constraints and work with them to 
get the best service.

A common model is for the sales effort to draw on implementation consultants for 
their product expertise. They make good presenters and demonstrators, especially to 
address those questions that cannot be predicted by the demonstration script. Other 
models do separate pre-sales from post-sales, or have one pool of resource, with a 
consultant primarily working pre-or post-sales at any one time.

Whatever model is in place at candidate suppliers, technical consultants are an 
expensive resource. They have high daily charge out rates on external work. When 
they support sales, substantial revenue is lost. They might be committed to existing  
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customer contracts and have to be released to your opportunity. The candidate suppliers 
will struggle to cooperate if you require resources at short notice or your dates often 
change. If you became their customer, you would not like consultants being pulled away 
from your project with no notice.

Your project succeeds when the best people at candidate suppliers contribute their 
knowledge to decide how to best meet your requirements. But the best consultants are 
not sitting on the bench, so you improve the chance of project success if you show them 
that it is worth allocating the good people to your opportunity. You need to demonstrate 
that your project is worth more than other commitments, give plenty of notice for 
mobilisation and be flexible with dates.

2.4 ATTITUDES AND RELATIONSHIPS

2.4.1 Culture of knowledge workers

The implementation consultants seconded to your sales meetings are knowledge 
workers. To be effective in their main role, they will be intelligent and perceptive. They 
will want to deliver a professional result, which means that they need relevant, quality 
information and preparation time. If you regard any contact with suppliers as a form of 
talent management, you will be in a stronger position as a prospective customer.

You will benefit from any safeguard that means that you and your evaluation team 
act accordingly. It can be tempting to set aggressive dates, in order to ‘see who wants 
the business badly enough to drop everything’. However, this is counter-productive 
and should not be one of your criteria. It simply results in scant preparation time. If 
large meetings require a couple of weeks’ notice, remember that you probably will not 
execute this sort of project again for another ten years or more. Next year, when you are 
struggling to install an ill-fitting solution, nobody will congratulate you on your tough 
tactics.

2.4.2 Provide information about your organisation and project

You should not risk treating your project as a secret and keeping candidate suppliers in 
the dark. You will need to provide plenty of information, rather than assume suppliers 
will know your specifics.

Software suppliers sometimes say that they feel their prospective customer insisted 
they guessed the requirement, and then awarded the contract to whichever supplier 
had the luckiest guess.

You might hope that candidates understand your market sector from previous experience 
(especially if they claim to dominate the niche), but they are unlikely to know where your 
organisation is going, how you are conducting your project or the business context (such 
as your rationale for changing software). Before you go to market, it is best to address 
this risk by preparing a supplier briefing document with such background facts. You 
must also be prepared to allow suppliers to ‘interview’ you. Candidates need to ensure 
that they have the necessary information to propose the best solution for your business 
change. Likewise, do not hide the decision criteria (see also Chapter 7, Section 7.6).
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2.4.3 Your project as a strategic sale

It is valuable if all candidate sales teams, and especially their management, are 
convinced that your opportunity is a potential strategic sale. This means your contract 
will open up an important new market niche for them.

If a candidate supplier is of this view, or you can convince them of the strategic 
importance of your project, they will take your opportunity more seriously. Their service 
level will be higher and they will be less conscious of their cost of sale – because that 
cost will be spread over both this contract and subsequent future opportunities.

If you believe you will be a significant new customer, prove this is really the case. You 
may become the successful supplier’s index customer – the first in a new field. You 
may be the biggest or most dominant organisation in your field – now, or in the future, 
as you grow.

You will balance this against the potential risks. If they do not know your sector, you will 
be training them. You might be a much bigger organisation than they are used to dealing 
with. However, try to discover similarities between your project and their experience. In 
essence, before the candidate suppliers sell their solution to you, you should sell your 
project to them.

2.4.4 Potential for customer and supplier cultures to clash

Cultures can clash between you, as prospective customer, and the candidate suppliers. 
Your buying culture and procurement process usually relate to the culture of your 
industry. This means your philosophy when buying will usually be shaped by your 
internal procurement department, your IT department or your organisational culture. 
You should be mindful of the risk of tacit cultural assumptions.

Your organisation’s procurement philosophy might not automatically incorporate the 
most productive approaches to software suppliers. Your organisation’s stance may be 
that suppliers are interchangeable and therefore powerless. If your organisation mainly 
buys commodity items – meaning products that can be fairly easily substituted and that 
can be bought against a rigid technical specification – your procurement culture might 
be shaped by the attitudes that prevail when dealing with less potent suppliers.

You can defend against this risk with a specific procurement process for your project 
that reflects the specifics of procuring off-the-shelf software solutions. You can portray 
your evaluation process to your organisation as fit for purpose and proven, but separate 
from ‘normal’ procurement until later in the process – perhaps at the negotiation stage.

2.5 THE SALES PROCESS AT THE SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS

It will not be a surprise that suppliers have a sales process. Naturally, the approach 
varies between suppliers. The overall project process is an exercise in ‘match making’ 
the best product to your needs. Nested inside your project is the sub-process of matching 
your project method to the sales methods of multiple candidate suppliers.
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2.5.1 Lead qualification at suppliers

A software supplier of any maturity will have an authorised process for handling leads. 
They need to conduct their own due diligence and will qualify your opportunity to make 
certain that they are not squandering resource (see Section 2.3). Their decision varies 
with market conditions: in a buoyant economy they may pass.

One of the first things suppliers will check is your organisation’s turnover (if commercial) 
or annual budget (if public sector). If information is limited, they may misconstrue your 
true value as a prospect. If you are small but growing fast, historically published figures 
will be misleading. There may be special circumstances when your IT spend is much 
higher than pure size would suggest – such as your policy of technology leadership. 
Suppliers may have a turnover threshold, where a different internal division or partner 
cuts in. Ensuring candidate suppliers have the right valuation of your company will 
lead to the best service for your project. See Section 2.4.2 for your supplier briefing 
document.

Candidate suppliers may request additional information because they have other 
qualification criteria (or indeed special insights) not covered by your briefing document. 
Do not refuse on the basis that you are managing a level playing field and the other 
suppliers have not requested the same. Send these extras to all candidate suppliers at 
the same time.

You may learn more by the questions suppliers ask. Again, the analogy to recruitment 
applies – the strongest job applicants can be those that ask the most insightful questions. 
So do not deny yourself this chance to evaluate and suppliers the chance to clarify.

2.5.2 Aspects that suppliers need to know

Candidate suppliers need to understand you and the opportunity you are presenting. It 
drives their sales strategy. They need to answer the classic question – what is in it for 
them? Does your opportunity lead to a high-value contract? Will it be their entry to a 
new market? Will it allow them to keep their market dominance, by keeping out potential 
competitors from a niche they believe they own?

Therefore, it is best if you can think through how important you are to a supplier. As your 
evaluation progresses and your shortlist becomes shorter, you will learn more about 
what is important to each candidate and will have more insight about how important 
you are to each supplier.

A candidate supplier needs to forecast the value and timing of future revenue 
opportunities – just as you will forecast your own sales. If each supplier has realistic 
schedules and can estimate their own revenue expectations, it will help them manage 
their delivery capability. It also sets commercial expectations internally, enabling them 
to focus on delivering against your expectations. Just as you may measure supplier 
delivery performance in your normal business, sharing quality information on what 
is expected from your software supplier, and when, improves their ability to deliver. 
They also need to understand your decision-making process and buying influences 
(Miller Heiman, 2013).
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Help the sales executive at each candidate supplier manage upwards. When you 
buy wide-ranging software, especially enterprise software, products come from 
large organisations. The candidate’s sales executive will have layers above who 
manage partly by the numbers. Providing them with the means to estimate these will  
ensure that they obtain management support.

The supplier needs to understand the likely size of your contract, the likelihood of 
winning it, and the probable cost of sales. The staged decision-making in this method is 
useful to your organisation, and you can make it work for candidate suppliers. You do not 
have to divulge your budget, or name the competitors – it is not necessary (or desirable) 
to do so. Instead, always let them know the number of contenders at any stage, what 
work is needed to get to the next round and how many will be left by your next stage. If 
a supplier is one of 20, but only needs two days’ effort to become one of three, they will 
commit the resource.

2.5.3 The importance of documentation

The pre-sales phase of a selection can run for a long time, with the gap between 
initially contacting a supplier and eventually signing a contract anywhere from three 
to 18 months. (Note that this method aims for an aggressive close, with your pre-sales 
phase at the low end of this range.)

As well as a long sales process, an IT selection project is a clear example of team-to-
team selling. Candidate suppliers often involve many individuals and indeed handover 
to a different team entirely. Transfers are likely for your implementation. Moreover, your 
later stages may be handled by external subcontractors, such as approved training 
organisations. This all means that you should not rely on purely verbal information.

 y Verbal information may not be passed on during handovers, or may be distorted 
in transmission.

 y Consistently using verbal briefings condemns your implementation team to 
repeating themselves when fresh faces join your project.

 y The eventual solution design may have gone through several iterations in 
thought development. It is important that you apply version control throughout 
your process, to ensure that you effectively communicate the latest position to 
all stakeholders.

This all means you need up-to-date documentation. You need briefing documents about 
your organisation, your project and its objectives. State the key staff, especially your 
project sponsor, your project manager and the principal evaluation team members.  
See Chapter 6.

You also need documentation on your selection process, so that candidate suppliers 
(and of course your internal stakeholders whom they meet) understand how, where and 
when you intend to make a decision.

Naturally, you also need a requirements document. This will be a major deliverable 
that encapsulates many hours of effort and many years of business experience.  
See Chapters 4 and 5.
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2.5.4 Suppliers want to influence your process

Bear in mind that the sales process at the candidate suppliers will normally attempt to 
shape your basis of decision and your project process to their advantage. That is part of 
the job of their sales executives.

You will need to consider all points being promoted by each candidate supplier in the 
context of your overall requirements. Some points will be relevant and justified, and 
they might alert you to a gap in your requirements document. It is important to examine 
thoroughly those points that would change your basis of decision.

Suppliers will have financial pressures to recognise revenue in a particular financial 
period by closing the sale in a timely manner. Candidates will therefore look to 
accelerate your decision-making process with strategies that affect your schedule, such 
as concessions with a short expiry date. This can work to your advantage – when there 
is obvious commercial pressure, you can win the best deals. However, do not cut short 
your process to take advantage of a great deal. First, ensure you select the best supplier 
to meet requirements. If there is a special deal on the table, this may attract attention 
in the short term, but will probably have marginal impact on your long-term financial 
commitment, say over 10 years.

For more information to safeguard against these effects, see Chapter 6, Section 6.4.

2.6 POWER, PARTNERSHIPS, FAIRNESS AND GOOD LOSERS

2.6.1 Relative power positions

There might be temptation for you (or some of your more ‘hawkish’ colleagues) to treat 
suppliers as a disposable resource to exploit, gaining free knowledge and advice. Do not 
assume this is risk-free. In fact, the power relationship needs to be evenly balanced if 
you are to establish and retain a good, long-term relationship. It is not safe to assume 
that the supplier has more to lose than you do.

Software suppliers have a concept of ‘qualifying out’. If the commercial or reputational 
risks outweigh the prospective benefits of a project, a candidate supplier can choose 
to eliminate those risks. If a software supplier walks away from your project, they drop 
some revenue in the short term, but they can divert resources into other opportunities 
– possibly more lucrative ones. However, if your organisation picks the wrong software, 
it will hold you back – possibly for years.

A sales executive does not damage their career if they withdraw with a justification. 
However, a manager responsible for heading a failed IT selection will probably damage 
their career.

2.6.2 The software supplier as critical partner

The successful supplier on a wide-ranging software contract immediately becomes 
one of your most important IT partners and sometimes the most important business  
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partner. They need to be motivated to serve you well. Their pre-sales experience is 
usually a respectable indicator of how your implementation project will proceed. If your 
procurement has been tortuous and has demoralised them before signing your contract, 
they will not be motivated to excel in project delivery and consequently their service 
level will likely be poorer. You may never know what you lost.

Sometimes, people in power talk about other people ‘that they need to be nice to’. 
During an IT selection, you do not know who your winner will be until you have an 
agreed contract. So, on this cynical basis, you should persuade your organisation to 
treat everyone as a prospective winner since anybody could be your successful supplier.

Selecting the best candidate for partnership is similar to recruiting talented individuals. 
You would expect a job applicant to interview their prospective employer as much as 
they were being interviewed. They want to ensure a match of values, expectations, level 
of responsibility and chemistry. It is little different when choosing the best IT supplier. 
You need to respect that they want to work on the best projects for the best companies.

To secure the best talent, you need to demonstrate that you will be a good customer. 
Your conduct during the pre-sales process will indicate how you will approach them 
as your implementation supplier. It is important to look at it as a two-way partnership 
from the outset.

2.6.3 Fairness is pragmatic, not philanthropic

If a supplier develops the perception that they are being treated unfairly, that other 
candidates are being obviously favoured or if they predict a high risk of losing, they may 
change their behaviour. They might withdraw from the race, and you might lose your 
strongest candidate. They might stay in the race, but change their behaviour to become 
‘anti-competitor’, meaning that their focus moves away from requirements towards 
behaviour that enables them to win against the competitors. This is like the two people 
in a forest being chased by a bear. One dons running shoes, the other says ‘you can’t 
outrun a bear’. The first says ‘I don’t need to outrun the bear, I only need to outrun you’.

Suppliers might adopt spoiling tactics if they get as far as your shortlist for negotiation 
but feel they are a ‘make-weight’ or ‘filler candidate’. For instance, they might hint at 
price reductions (expecting they will never need to honour them) to encourage the 
competitor who eventually closes the deal to undercut, driving down your contract value 
to a less profitable level. The customer rarely wins if the project runs out of profit.

More subtly, a disheartened supplier may concentrate on their unique selling points – the 
areas where they know they are stronger than the other products in this market niche. 
This is to your disadvantage, because you want to keep the focus on your customer 
requirements, not on specific features in one product offering. You do not want to lose 
control over your basis of decision.

2.6.4 Effective behaviours that are in your interests

Throughout the IT selection process, you need to be conscious of your staff behaviour, 
observing good etiquette and healthy ethics with candidate suppliers. The reputation 
of your organisation is at stake, and you need to gain or preserve a good reputation in  
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the marketplace. If poor treatment by an evaluation team member or senior manager 
occurs, it is at best unproductive and arguably counter-productive.

 y You should be civil, professional and collaborative. This does not mean that 
you are a weak customer who suppliers can bully. You can know what you 
want and strive determinedly to get it, while still recognising that your two 
organisations have different motivations and the people involved have different 
understandings.

 y You should answer questions as clearly and honestly as you can, without hiding 
behind artificial claims about confidentiality.

 y You should take candidate staff time seriously. You should prepare for meetings, 
being alert and attentive during them. Communicate effectively and consistently, 
because understanding candidates naturally requires a joint effort.

 y If you create the impression that your organisation is not committed to your 
project or is poorly organised, your candidates might decide that implementation 
will be difficult. Problematic projects usually reduce or eliminate profit and risk 
reputational damage. Good candidates may withdraw.

In summary, deliberate or unconscious poor behaviour towards potential suppliers can 
mean your project becomes regarded as ‘the bullet to dodge’ or ‘the poisoned chalice’. 
Therefore, you should aim to demonstrate the behaviours of an organisation that it is 
lucrative and even enjoyable to service. Also see Chapter 8, Section 8.5.1.

2.6.5 Avoiding unhappy losers

When a candidate supplier loses an evaluation, they mind less if your process was fair. 
If they were treated even-handedly and the basis of decision was clear and consistent, 
they are much more likely to accept a rejection and, more importantly to you, have no 
recourse to challenge your decision.

With emphatically ‘black hat thinking’ (de Bono, 2009), in certain circumstances, one or 
more unsuccessful candidates can take legal action against a provably unfair contract 
award.

For instance, after a large purchase under European Public Procurement Rules, 
unsuccessful candidates might believe the tender process was ‘ineffective’. Examples 
include the criteria being applied differently so that the winner experienced favouritism. 
Losers can take court action to challenge the contract award and have the purchaser 
fined (Whitehead and Pender, 2012).

If you use the method presented in this book, your evaluation will be rigorous, your 
basis of decision explicit (as requirements) and your scoring process transparently fair. 
Together, this should eliminate the likelihood of legal challenges.
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2.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

TAKE-AWAY POINTS FROM THIS CHAPTER

It is in your interests to respect the culture, constraints and processes of each 
candidate supplier. Any one may ultimately become your partner, and a long-term 
partnership starts at first contact.

 y Respecting constraints, sharing information and valuing all contributions will 
improve the quality of your evaluation.

 y Candidates have processes to qualify your enquiry. They decide whether it is 
serious (not time wasting), relevant to them and whether it meets their success 
criteria.

 y You help yourself if candidate suppliers perceive your project as an important 
potential sale – one where it is worthwhile allocating scarce resource.

 y Your professionalism when dealing with candidate supplier staff will pay 
dividends to your project and ultimately your organisation. Make sure candidate 
suppliers know that your process has been fair. Ensure each perceives you as a 
prospect who is organised, professional and commercially attractive.

2.7.1 The next chapter

The next chapter is the first ‘method chapter’. It is about determining the boundaries of 
your project, its feasibility and its resourcing, including sponsorship.
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tracking roles 123

and transferring risk 28

venue of evaluation meetings 
124

evidence-based decision-making 
11, 116–17 

exclusions 40 

executive perspectives 

contractual safeguards 215

contrasting approaches 239

demonstrations 180

early, formal consultation 47

evaluation process 124, 130

formally measuring fit 118

implementation phase 218–19, 
228, 235

make–buy decisions 20

negotiation 193, 215

premature shortlisting 87 
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reference sites 184

requirements capture 57–8

scope 40–1

selection process 3–4, 136–7

supplier relationships 29

weighting workshops 79

executive sponsors 5, 51–2, 80

explicit concessions 145–6

extra team members (negotiation 
process) 201

facilitator (assessment team 
member) 109

fact checking (scoring meetings) 
150

fairness/unfairness (supplier 
relationships) 35

feasibility costing 48–50

feasibility studies 

economic feasibility 48–50

and evaluation process 40, 
47–51

feasibility costing 48–50

organisational feasibility 50

and scope 39–40

stop/go decisions 50–1

strategic feasibility 47–8

technical feasibility 48

feedback forms 165, 174, 175

finalising provisional scores 
(scoring meetings) 151

Finance (requirements category) 
73

fit 137–8, 139–40, 144, 148

‘flashy office syndrome’ 124

‘flat weights’ 157

flexible content (scoping 
workshops) 45

FMR (failed mandatory 
requirements) 157, 158

follow up (evaluation meetings) 
126

formal risk management 28

free modifications (negotiation 
process) 194, 207–10

functional scope 40

functions (scope decision level) 
42–3

FYE (financial year end) 204

gap analysis 10, 157–8, 159–60, 
202

Gates, Bill 91

General Services Administration 
(GSA) 2

‘gifted amateurs’ 21

Goldwyn, Samuel 192

Good To Great (book) 18

GOTS (government off-the-shelf) 
16

Greenleaf, Robert K. 120

guest evaluators (evaluation 
team) 122

guiding principles of method 
10–11

gut feel (scoring meetings) 147

Handy, Charles 27

hardware costs 113

Hawthorne Effect 60

‘high tickers’ 178

implementation 

allocating resources 220–2

aspects of the implementation 
plan 224–6

and consultants 222–3, 226, 
235

contributors to the 
implementation plan 224

customer responsibilities 
220–4

defending implementation 
team 222

and evaluation process  
217–19, 221–2, 224–5, 226–8

executive perspectives on 
218–19, 228, 235

hardware/provisioning 
platform 227

managing expectations 223–4

mapping 226

old software decision-making 
227

planning process 226–7

populating the new databases 
228

and power positions 219

project scheduling tool 227

and reference sites 224, 226

and supplier relationships 
222–3

supplier responsibilities 219–20

implementation phase 
(negotiation process) 198

‘implied threat’ of 
demonstrations 164

importance of finishing 
(evaluation meetings) 125

‘impresario’ role 165

incumbent solution 18, 93–4

industry bodies 90

influencers/advisors 
(demonstration audience 

members) 164

information system 60, 64

initial licence costs 113

Interfaces (requirements 
category) 73

interlock of main deliverables 
8, 9

internal costing 49

ISO 11000 (management 
framework/methodology) 2

issues section (definitions 
document) 142

IT consultancy 24

IT reports 90

IT systems (scope decision level) 
42–3

ITIL (management framework/
methodology) 2

James, William 135

joint costing 49

Kierkegaard, Søren 237

knowledge workers 27, 30

KPIs (key performance 
indicators) 75

lack of commitment 24

‘language ladders’ 141, 142–5, 
152, 154, 203, 220, 226

launch events 53

lead qualification 32

‘limited ambition’ approach (RFI 
process) 97

Lincoln, Abraham 27

listings services 90

longlists

creating 87–91

including/excluding candidates 
92–3

and incumbent solution 93–4

knowledge of contacts/
colleagues 89

length of 91–2

previous research/lists 89

and progressive shortlisting 87
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researching published 
information 87, 89

and RFI process see RFI 
process

sales exhibitions 89–90

spreadsheet for collating 88

and suppliers 86–7

‘Major factor’ requirements 82

make–buy decisions 20, 24

manageable processes 13

management commitment 63–4

managing expectations 56, 58, 
91, 136, 176, 210, 223–4

managing information (scoring 
process) 154

‘Mandatory’ requirements 74–5, 
82, 83, 157, 158

mapping (implementation plan) 
226

‘marching down’ the scoring 
matrix 149, 150

market analysts 90

marketplace risks 91

marking schemes 107, 110–11, 
141

Marx, Chico 163

material (evaluation meetings) 125

material (for scoring verification) 
152

mature reference sites 184

measurable/testable 
requirements 75, 77

measurement, consistency of 6

measurement, yardstick 6, 10, 12, 
14, 69, 97, 155, 161, 171, 186

‘mechanical’ processing of notes 
70

medium-technology approach 106

meeting administration 
(evaluation process) 124–6

Merge (requirement outcome) 81

‘mind-share’ 89

‘minimum success units’ 51

‘Minor factor’ requirements 82

mitigating risk 12

model answers (RFI process) 108

Modification (RFI coded 
response) 107, 110, 111

module costs 113

modules (implementation plan) 
225–6

modules (negotiation process) 
196

monitoring delivery 220

MoSCoW (Must, Should, Could, 
Won’t) rules 79

Move (requirement outcome) 81

‘must win’ negotiation topics 
203–4

named users 196–7

negotiation 

agreeing services and charges 
198

approval to negotiate 201–2

charging models 197–8

completing the agenda 212

contract pack compilation 214

debriefing candidates 214

decision-making prior to 
negotiations 194–6

disclosing rival candidates 195

estimating spend and savings 
204

executive perspectives on 193, 
215

format for negotiation 
preparation 204–6

free modifications 194, 207–10

and gap analysis 202

impact of decisions 199

implementation phase 198

mindset dangers 212

and modules 196

‘must win’ topics 203–4

negotiation plan compilation 
206–7

non-negotiable items 212–13

notifying affected stakeholders 
214

number of negotiation 
candidates 194–5

objectives of 193–4

and parked candidates 196

and project board 213–14

relative risk levels 199

requesting standard contracts 
204

scope of supply 196–9

service aspects 202–3

spreadsheets 204–6

and supplier relationships 192, 
199, 203–4, 213, 214

supplier version of agenda 
210, 211

support and maintenance 
agreement 199

team members 200–2

and user licenses 196–7

venue of meetings 210, 212

‘Negotiation and Contract’ phase 
6, 7

networking opportunities 190

new internal stakeholders 121

non-negotiable items 212–13

Non-prescriptive (requirement 
characteristic) 77

non-technical complexity 56,  
189

‘Not significant’ requirements 82

note-taking (evaluation process) 
131–3

notifying candidates (RFI 
process) 117

objectives (scope decision level) 
42–3

Observer Effect 60

officers 80–1

Official Journal of the European 
Union (OJEU) 2

one-to-one interviews 60, 62–3

‘open’ (negotiation preparation 
term) 205–6

operational system 64

optimistic working assumptions 
100

organisational change 
(communications theme) 232

organisational feasibility 50

organisational strategy 18

organising requirements 69–70

‘out of the box’ processing 11

Outside scope (RFI coded 
response) 107, 110, 111

overt/covert techniques 
(evaluation meetings) 129

Ovid 56

paid modifications (negotiation 
process) 207–8

‘parking’ candidates 87, 117, 196

Partial (RFI coded response) 107, 
110, 111

peace of mind 13

‘pet products’ 92, 115, 160, 161

Peter, Laurence J. 39

physically processing of notes 70

PID (project initiation document) 
51, 52–3

‘playing down’ 152, 153
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Positive (requirement 
characteristic) 77

power positions 34, 219

pre-conditions of selection 1–2, 
18–19

premature evidence 100–101

PRINCE2 (management 
framework/methodology) 2, 52

Production Control (requirements 
category) 73

project boards 5, 114–17, 160–1, 
213–14

project coverage (scope decision 
level) 42–3

project initiation 6, 7, 51–3

project management 
(communications theme) 232

project notes 69–70, 92

project phases, establishing 51

project planning (implementation 
phase) 220

project reputation 100

project scale adjustment 5

project scheduling tool 
(implementation phase) 227

project scope see scope

project sponsorship 
(communications theme) 232

projected volumes 76

proven methodology 13

providing data (implementation 
phase) 221

providing information to 
candidate suppliers 30, 32–3

provisioning, choice in 22

provisioning platform 
(implementation plan) 227

‘qualifying out’ 34

‘quick no’ approach (RFI process) 
98

RACI (Responsible, Accountable, 
Consulted and Informed) matrix 
62, 63, 123, 126

RAM (responsibility assignment 
matrix) 123

reasons for selecting off-the-
shelf solutions 20–2

recorder (assessment team 
member) 109

reference sites 

attendees 184–5

building relationships 189–90

example questions 186–8

executive perspective on 184

and failed projects 188–9

and implementation phase 
224, 226

meeting format 186

meeting location 185–6

objectives of 183–4

selection of 183–4

value of 182

Referenced (requirement 
characteristic) 77

relative risk levels (negotiation 
process) 199

replacing inadequate processing 
19

representative samples 100

required features (scope decision 
level) 42–3

requirements 

articulating 72–7

and ‘basis of decision’ 6, 10

benefits of capture exercise 
65–6

and best practice 58–9

capturing 59–62

categorising 73

and consistency 58

defining 56–8

as decision drivers 10

and demonstrations 164, 165, 
172–4, 178, 180

and determining applicable 
stages 6, 7, 8

document see requirements 
document 

as evaluation driver 6, 237

executive perspective on 57–8

and evaluation process see 
evaluation process

and existing documentation 
59–60

importance of 56–8

interview programme 62–3, 
64–5

management commitment 
63–4

managing expectations 56, 58

measurable/testable 75

mutually exclusive 75

one-to-one interviews 60, 62–3

organising 69–70

revising 78

and RFI process 96, 98,  
99–107, 110–14, 116

and scoring see scoring

selecting interviewees 62, 64

separating 73–5

small workshops 60–1, 62–3

validating/agreeing/refining 
77–8

‘Requirements Definition’ phase 
6, 7

requirements document

articulating requirements 72–7

and business need 72–3

business volumes 76–7

categorising requirements 73

circulating weights document 
84

final revision of 83–4

formats 70–2

measurable/testable 
requirements 75

mutually exclusive 
requirements 75

optimum length of statement 
74–5

organising requirements 69–70

and scoring 135

separating requirement 73–5

validating/agreeing/refining 
requirements 77–8

values used 81–2

weighting workshops 78–84

wording of 68–9

Requirements Engineering 57

response team 123, 124

responsibility charts 62, 233–4

revealing extended scores 
(scoring meetings) 151

‘revenue police’ role 213

review sessions (evaluation 
process) 129

reviewing project information 
194

revising requirements 78

Reword (requirement outcome) 
81

RFI (request for information) 
process

agreeing detailed method 
109–10

assessing responses 109–13

assessment team roles 109

background/briefing section 
104–5

briefing the assessment 
meeting 110
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and consistency 97

costing parameters 105

and determining applicable 
stages 7, 8

distributing the RFI 108

and email addresses 91, 108

estimated costs 113

and evaluation process 96–8

evidence-based decisions 
116–17

and external candidate 
suppliers 99

and feasibility studies 51

and including/excluding 
candidates 92

and internal customer 
assessors 99

marking scheme 107, 110–11

model answers 108

notifying candidates 117

objectives 96–7

premature evidence 100–101

presentation to project board 
114–17

prior planning 98–9

and requirements 96, 98, 
99–107, 110–14, 116

and scoring 147, 149, 157

selecting good questions 
99–100, 101–4

sequence of marking 112–13

strong RFI questions 102–4

summarising the assessment 
outcome 113–14

technology used 106

‘turnaround’ spreadsheets 106

wording of questions 101–2

risk management 12, 28

robustness of processes 13

role models 90

rotating assessor (assessment 
team member) 109

routine defences (evaluation 
process) 131

sabotage of demonstrations 
166–7

safe gap guidelines (scoring 
process) 155

safety in numbers 21

Sales (requirements category) 73

sales executive (response team) 
123

sales exhibitions 89–90

sales process 31–4

sample data (for demonstrations) 
170–1

savings-based models 198

scenario format (requirements 
document) 71–2

schedule of evaluation meetings 
126, 127

scope 

and boundaries 40, 41, 44–5

determining 40–1

executive perspective on 40–1

and executive sponsors 52

and feasibility studies 39–40

scoping workshops 41–6

scope creep 218

scope drift 218

scope of supply (negotiation 
process) 196–9

scoring process/matrix 

addressing gaps in capability 
158–60

adjusting scores 153

benefits of verification 153–4

categories 150

closing gaps 159–60

defence mechanisms 155–6

and definitions document 135, 
140–6

documentation 135, 140–6

elevating the requirement 145

explicit concessions 145–6

fact checking 150

and fit 137–8, 139–40, 144, 
148

format of scoring matrix 138, 
139–40

gap analysis 157–8, 159–60

gut feel 147

importance of 135–6

managing information 154

‘marching down’ the scoring 
matrix 149, 150

meeting administration 146

meeting process 147–9

philosophy of scoring 147

project board presentation 
160–1

project example 159–60

reviewing scoring 160

and RFI process 147, 149, 157

role of 135–6

safe gap guidelines 155

scoring team 146

selecting demonstration 
candidates 157–8

sensitivity analysis 157

sequence of scoring 149

and shipping version 148

stage outputs 137–40

steps for completion 151–2

summary score analysis 140

threshold guidelines 154–5

time management of meeting 
149–50

treatment of costs 149

verification with suppliers 
152–4

and weight of requirements 148

seat costs 113

selection process 

adaptation of method 4–8

benefits of selection method 
3–4

and critical partnerships 34–5

determining applicable stages 
5–7

executive perspectives on 3–4, 
136–7

impetus for change 18–19

integration of methods 2

and IT consultancy 24

longlists see longlists

make–buy decisions 20, 24

nature and characteristics of 
11–13

objective of 238

position of selection method 2

pre-conditions of selection 
1–2, 18–19

reasons for selecting off-the-
shelf solutions 20–2

and requirements 56–8, 62, 
65–6

and requirements document 
72–3

and sophistication of modern 
software products 1

and supplier influence 34

and strategic decisions 17–18

senior management 
representative (response team) 
123

sensitivity analysis (scoring 
process) 157

sequence of marking (RFI 
process) 112–13
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Sequenced (requirement 
characteristic) 77

service provision 61

services costs 113

shipping versions 11, 128, 148

‘shortlist of zero’ 10, 87

Shrewd (requirement 
characteristic) 77

site visits (reference sites) 185

SLAs (service level agreements) 
61, 75

small workshops 60–1, 62–3

‘software space’ 24

SoR (Statement of Requirements) 
70–1

special interest groups 90

specialisation 10

Split (requirement outcome) 81

spoiling tactics 35

spreadsheets 

collating longlists 88

demonstration analysis 178–9

evaluation meeting schedule 
127

negotiation preparation 204–6

reference sites 188

RFI process 106

scoping workshops 46

scoring process 152, 157

staff (demonstration audience 
members) 164

stage outputs (scoring matrix) 
137–40

staged decision-making 11–12

stakeholder engagement 5, 165, 
237

stakeholder management 23, 
89, 232

Standalone (requirement 
characteristic) 77

Standard (RFI coded response) 
107, 110, 111

standard requirements 61

‘standardised approach’ 22

standing evaluation team 122

stop/go decisions 50–1

strategic decisions 17–18, 19

strategic feasibility 47–8

subject matter experts (response 
team) 123

subscription charging models 198

supplier criteria (scope decision 
level) 42–3

supplier relationships 

and critical partnerships 34–5

and culture clash 31

and demonstrations 164

and documentation 33

and effective behaviours 35–6

and evaluation process 121

executive perspective on 29

and fairness/unfairness 35

and implementation phase 
222–3

importance of project to 
supplier 32–3

and knowledge workers 30

and lead qualification 32

and negotiation 192

and negotiation 192, 199, 
203–4, 213, 214

and power positions 34

providing information 30, 32–3

strategic value of project 31, 
32–3

supplier constraints 29–30

and supplier influence 34

and supplier sales process 
31–4

and talent management 27–8, 
30–6

and unhappy losers 36

Supply Chain (requirements 
category) 73

support and maintenance 
agreement (negotiation 

process) 199

support/maintenance 21, 113

‘tactical no-shows’ 166

talent management 27–36

teamwork 10, 23–4

technical feasibility 48

technology policies 19

telephone interviews (reference 
sites) 185–6

Thematic (requirement 
characteristic) 77

threshold guidelines (scoring 
process) 154–5

time allowed (evaluation 
meetings) 125

time allowed (scoring meetings) 
146

time management 80–1, 125–6, 
149–50, 166

Timesheets (requirements 
category) 73

titling (definitions document) 
141–2

ToR (terms of reference) 
document 52–3

tracking roles (evaluation team) 
123

trade associations 90

transferring risk 28

‘Trivial’ requirements 82

‘turnaround’ spreadsheets 106

Twain, Mark 68, 217

unhappy losers 36

Unique (requirement 
characteristic) 77

unsubstantiated answers 111

unsupported statements 
(evaluation process) 130

Use Case 71

user community contribution 
189–90

user licenses (negotiation 
process) 196–7

User-defined (RFI coded 
response) 107, 110, 111

users (scope decision level)  
42–3

validating/agreeing/refining 
requirements 77–8

value-for-money bubble charts 
115–16

‘vapourware’ 164, 213

venue selection 124, 146, 169, 
210, 212

verbal information 33

video conferencing 122, 177

‘vision-ware’ 213

voting 81, 82–3

‘weasel words’ 204

weighting workshops 78–84,  
148

work shadowing 60

‘worst outcome’ (negotiation 
preparation term) 205–6, 

213

‘wow factor’ 56, 165

yardstick measuresment 6, 10, 
12, 14, 69, 97, 155, 161, 171,  
186
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